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Most people around the world lived in an
alternate reality this past year. One that is so
foreign and unnatural to so many that it may
have felt like they were starring in their own
dystopian film. 

The year 2020, will undoubtedly, go down in
history as the year a pandemic swept across
the globe. Its story will leave behind an
unbelievable tale of overcrowded hospitals
and lost lives, of systemic racism and
unemployment rates not seen in decades, of
family gatherings turned into zoom calls and
country borders closed to those experiencing
wanderlust.  

The pandemic has, in turn, shed a brighter light
on wildlife markets and not only their danger to
animals, but our friends and families as well.
This will hopefully lead to more conversations
about these markets and how we as a global
community can work together to solve this
issue and make a real change. 

Through all the uncertainty, loss, and pain over the past year it is important that we
look back on lessons learned and those positive experiences that accompanied the
year as well. I hope that this annual report will allow you to see that despite all the
negativity in 2020 there were still many triumphs! Our center was still able to flourish
this year through our generous supporters and unwavering staff, which allowed us to
build new enclosures, continue our rescue, rehab and release program as well as
strengthen our education program. We look forward to this next year as it will be our
most impactful year yet and we can't wait to share our journey with you!
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F O R E W O R D

A Note from Our Director 
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The colors correspond to the number of animals in that group and not the number of species.    

Listed above are the total amounts of animals on site as of 31/12/2020. 
They are divided by Class and color coded according to their IUCN Red List Classification. 
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2020 in Numbers
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Meet Toasty!

Toasty is a long-tailed macaque that had been living in a
nearby village for a number of months and the people did not
know where she came from as there was no known population
of in the area.  After many failed attempts by the villagers to
capture her for relocation she met a different fate and was
electrocuted by a power line. 

Our rescue team leapt into action and quickly transported her
back to the center where she received around the clock care to
treat her severe burns among other injuries she sustained.
Treatment and rehabilitation took well over 8 months and she
has now been introduced to a group of long-tailed macaques
at the center and is living a healthy life! 
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Our Favorite Stories of 2020 
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Our largest resident got an upgrade this past year thanks to Worldwide
Veterinary Services. Khaew Khun our Asian elephant got a new
enclosure that now allows her to spend her days free of chains!
Although she once was a logging elephant and then provided rides for
guests Khaew Khun can now live her day free without chains or
obligations, but still enjoys her walks to our forested back area. A great
accomplishment for the welfare of this beautiful animal.  

BIG News!
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Our Favorite Stories of 2020
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Things get a "Little Spicy"  
Ped Noi, meaning "Little Spicy" in Lao, was
rescued from a Phongsali province in Northern
Laos. We first received word about her from a
tip-off via Facebook and one of our staff
members went "undercover" to collect more
information from the seller.   

We then reported all the information we had
collected to the Provincial Office of Forestry
Inspection and they were able to contact the
seller and meet with them to confiscate this
critically endangered Northern white-cheeked
gibbon. 

Ped Noi is doing well and was recently
introduced to another female gibbon at our
center named Eeoo, and they have since been
inseparable. Although usually solitary or only
seen in pairs in the wild it is important for them
to "learn" how to be a gibbon from other
animals of their species to give them any hope
of a possible introduction back into the wild! 

ASEAN Sustainable Tourism
Solutions Expo!
We were very excited this year to be
invited to setup a booth at this unique
sustainability expo held at the Crowne
Plaza in Vientiane. We got to meet a lot
of different vendors  working towards
the betterment of Laos as well as share
the work we do to help save Lao wildlife. 

VIS Large Enrichment Delivery 

One of our favorite programs is
working with the design class at VIS.
Over the past years their design class
has come to the center to learn about
our animals natural history. They can
then take that information and build
unique enrichment items suitable to
the animals natural behavior! 
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Our Favorite Stories of 2020
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Workshop on Wildlife Rescue in Laos
We held a workshop with the Deputy General of
the Department of Forestry as well as the
Deputy General of the Department of Forestry
Inspection to better strengthen our cooperation
with both governmental bodies when it comes
to rescuing, rehabilitating and releasing Lao
wildlife. 

A Rescue of Over 30 Animals!

We received a report of a variety of animals
being sold on Facebook. These animals
included, pygmy slow lorises, baby macaques,
bamboo rats, turtles, tortoises and a ferret
badger.   

Our staff was able to gather more
information about the location  of the seller
so we could inform the Provincial Office of
Inspection and they could take action to
confiscate these animals. We are happy to
announce that we were then able to release
many of these species back into the forest! 

Langurs Get an Upgrade! 

Thanks to the funds generated by our
volunteer program  we were able to make a
new enclosure for our two resident langurs! 

This allows them to have ample room to
jump, play, forage for food and enjoy the
fresh air! 

Not only will this benefit the langurs, but also
make room for future rescues as our capacity
increases at our center for animals that may
not be able to be released back into the
forest.   
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Our Favorite Stories of 2020
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Flying High!  

Thanks to a grant from the Hong Kong Bird
Watching Society we were able to  build a unique
bird rehabilitation enclosure for the many
different bird species that we rescue here at the
center.  The enclosure features soft mesh, a
circular flight path to encourage continuous
flight and plenty of height. This will be important
for our birds to build their flight muscles before
being released back into the forest.  

Our First Lao Vet Trainees 
This year we were delighted to help one of
the vets from Free the Bears learn more
about  different species and came to shadow
our vets for a week. He wasn’t our only
trainee as we had also had our first Lao vet
student come to train with our staff on the
weekends for two months. We are excited to
further our outreach to Lao vets and hope to
widen our program in 2021 to help train the
future wildlife vets of Laos.  

A Big Win For Red! 

We have been able to test for more
diseases In our animals this year due to a
new partnership with the International
Medical Center in Vientiane. This allowed
us to diagnose and treat, Red, a rhesus
macaque. Red has had symptoms over the
last two years that we had not been able to
diagnose until now. His treatment took
over 4 months and included not only oral 
 medication, but also syringe injections,
which he allowed voluntarily. Red has now
recovered and is back with his troop! 
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Our Favorite Stories of 2020
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A Scaley Release  

We were able to start 2020 off right with a fantastic
release of two Sunda pangolins. These pangolins had
very different stories as one was found wandering
the grounds of an embassy in Vientiane and the
other was confiscated from a poacher. No matter
what their background they have found their way
back into the forest where they can dig, climb trees
and forage for ants and termites. 

Wildlife Hospital Doubles in Size!  
The LCTW has received support from the British
Embassy for many past projects and last year was no
different.  The embassy’s devotion to conservation
has allowed us to strengthen our hospital by
doubling its size allowing for a  designated x-ray and
ultrasound room, small animal recovery, surgery  and
a necropsy room. Our vets have been busy filling the
space with important life saving equipment and
materials to ensure we give the best care possible for
all the species we rescue here in Laos. Pictured to
the left is the new designated surgery room! 

Closing the Divide  

One of the major goals of LCTW is
professional development for Lao staff as
well as bridging the gap between Lao and
expat staff members. This year we were able
to move Ms. Somkhit from the primate team
onto the veterinary team where she is being
trained in her dream position as a veterinary
assistant. We were also able to move Mr.
Phong to our Husbandry and Enrichment
team where he has really been making a
difference In for the animals in his care.  
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Daisies, Brownies and Juniors!  
This year we were so happy that this troop of
young ladies decided to come to the center.
They got to learn all about wildlife and what
they can do to make sure the amazing
animals they got to see would be around for
generations to come. They even got to make
some enrichment for our 25 bears, which
they absolutely loved! 

Striving for Excellence 
In 2018, LCTW built their first designated
rehabilitation enclosure. This year we were
able to improve that enclosure thanks to  a
donation from the Phoenix Zoo and help
from one of their keepers! Shelly Donohue, 
 a zookeeper from the Phoenix Zoo, came
out to our center and spent two weeks
learning about what we do and helped to
improve our rehab enclosure by creating
visual barriers and feeding platforms to
decrease the amount of human contact for
the animals that go into the enclosure.   

VIS Bunny Enrichment 

One of the schools we often partner with is
Vientiane International School. One of the
projects we did this year was to teach their
Early Years class all about enrichment! So we
made their two bunnies some fun, safe
enrichment to keep them occupied during
the day.   

Lao Disabled Women's
Development Center

LDWDC helps disabled women earn  an
income and we were happy to partner with
them to produce LCTW merchandise that
is  made from recycled materials. 
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Our First H&E Coordinator Intern

We welcomed our first husbandry and
enrichment coordinator intern this year! 
 Gillian was part of the Northeastern
University Co-op program and was
supposed to stay with us until May, but
unfortunately had to leave early due to the
pandemic. 

We look forward to the opportunity to host
more interns in the future as it give them a
chance to work in a center where they get to
see the frontline of conservation! 
 

Promoting Sustainability 

Bamboo straws are becoming popular
around the world as a sustainable way to sip
your favorite drinks! Thank you to the
company  Bamboo Straws Laos for donating
a large amount of bamboo straws to our
center so we could hand them out to our
local school to help promote sustainability.  

New Small Animal Quarantine Enclosure

Thanks to our project with the EU and WCS we
were able to increase our quarantine capacity to
safely hold smaller species of animals. We have
already put this enclosure to good use in
housing a variety of rescued reptiles!
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LCTW’s First Poster Presentation  
A former veterinarian of the LCTW, Marta Pereira,  was able to present a unique case of a rescued Chinese pangolin who suffered from suspected
gastro-intestinal ulceration and parasitism. This animal's health became critical and our vets worked tirelessly to save her life with great success! As
our center rescues, rehabilitates and releases many species, in which little is known, the data we can collect is extremely valuable to the wider
conservation, veterinary and zoology community. We hope to further research opportunities to help the scientific community.  
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This year was our first full year of collecting the following information in a database that in
turn allowed us to easily see the effectiveness of different platforms being used to affect
the illegal wildlife trade. 

Tip-offs: When a person alerts us of animals (live or dead) or animal parts being sold or
kept illegally.
Confiscations: When government is able to seize an animal/s whether it is due to a report
by us or they confiscate the animal on their own. 
Donations: When a person surrenders an animal to the center. This can be an old pet or an
animal they purchased.  
Releases: These are animals that passed through our rehabilitation program and were
released into the wild.  

0 25 50 75 100

Tip-offs 

Confiscations 

Donations  

No Action Taken
73.9%

Action Taken- No Success
17.4%

Action Taken- Success
8.7%

C O M B A T I N G  
W I L D L I F E  C R I M E  

Wildlife Crime Reporting Statistics

*Not all tip-offs can be reported to the
government, usually due to a lack of
information able to be gathered.
Therefore, this data is based off of the
reports that were directly given to the
government by LCTW.  
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EU and WCS Collaboration "Partners Against Wildlife Crime" 

This year we were able to make great headway with
our partnership between the European Union and
WCS, "Disrupting illicit supply chains of wildlife in Asia
by leveraging civil society partnerships to increase
effectiveness of Government action"  

Facebook

We gained over 16,000 Facebook followers with 50% of our following being Lao! This has
greatly increased the amount of tip-offs we receive from Lao citizens and shows the
amount of support we have from the Lao community,  

We were able to improve our existing 24hr hotline by making it a toll-free 4-digit number
for anyone with a Lao phone number. Our team also worked to design 3 different
billboards to help spread the message about our hotline number to get more
engagement from the entire country of Lao. See the billboards on the next pages! 
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Project Timeline

LCTW Renovations
- Natural History Museum
- IWT Education Center
- Souvenir Shop/Lao Zoo History
Museum
-  Various other site
improvements for both guests
and resident animals 

March-September 

Opening of LCTW
- Basic Guided  tours for all
guests

- Free for Lao citizens
- Small fee for foreigners 

October- Ongoing

Ban Bo Secondary School Program Ongoing

Rescue, Rehab and Release Ongoing

Billboard Installation Ongoing

Complete New Gibbon Island
Enclosure Construction

February

Complete P13/P14 
Gibbon Enclosures

March-April

P15/P16 Gibbon Enclosures May-June

DoFI and PoFI Training Sessions
- 6 provinces April-December



We would like to give a special thank you to
NCX Honda for their support of our center
from its founding in 2018. 

As our main sponsor NCX Honda has allowed
our center to stay strong during a year where
many other organizations  similar to ours
struggled to stay open, keep staff, care for
their animals and do the necessary work of
rescuing, rehabilitating and releasing wildlife.  

Therefore, on behalf of the over 60 staff
members, 400 center residents and countless
wild animals that we have saved from the
illegal wildlife trade we thank you for your
continued support in 2020 and the years to
come.

O U R  D O N O R S  A N D  P A R T N E R S  
 

Thank you to all of our donors and partners for their support in 202o.   
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Volunteer
with us!

As the world slowly starts to return to normal,
now is the perfect time to plan your future
holiday! Why not make it something meaningful
and come out to our center and help care for
some of the world's most unique animals while
enjoying the Lao culture and knowing that your
money is helping to support a great cause!

For more information simply email us at
volunteer@lctwildlife.org or check out our 
 website for more information. 

Donate!
It's not always possible for people to travel across the world to make a hands-
on difference, but it is just as important to do what you can from your home! 

If that means you want to make a monetary donation, donate some much
needed supplies or put together a fundraiser to help support Lao wildlife we are
happy to assist you in any way possible. If you have any questions about
donating or fundraising please don't hesitate to email us at info@lctwildlife.org

Spread
the

Word!

The good news is that you can still help the center and
conservation even if your pocket book is empty! 

Some of the most important work you can do is to 
 educate your family and friends about the plight of
wildlife and how they can conserve species and their
habitat by being smart consumers, responsible tourists,
reducing their carbon footprint and not supporting the
illegal wildlife trade! Feel free to point them in the
direction of our Facebook to learn how they can help
conserve wildlife. 

mailto:volunteer@lctwildlife.org
https://lctwildlife.org/get-involved/volunteer/
https://lctwildlife.org/donate/
https://lctwildlife.org/get-involved/wishlist/
mailto:info@lctwildlife.org


Office Number: +856 20 55 537 837

Postal Address: Lao Conservation Trust for Wildlife
    149 Souphanouvong Rd.
    Ban Wattaiyaithong, Muang Sikhottabong

           Vientiane, Lao PDR
 

Center Address: Lao Conservation Trust for Wildlife
     Ban Namark, Muang Thoulakhom
     Vientiane, Lao PDR
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Thank you to all of our supporters, volunteers, donors,
staff, fellow conservationists and wildlife enthusiasts who

help  us conserve the unique species of Laos everyday. 
We couldn't have done it without YOU!

http://facebook.com/lctwildlife
https://www.instagram.com/lctwildlife/
http://lctwildlife.org/
mailto:info@lctwildlife.org

